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This book contains good tenets of the great game of backgammon. How does a winning

backgammon player think as each individual game develops? Opening rolls are described, with

strategy lessons in mind. Basics of probability and estimation, as they apply to backgammon, are

reviewed. The power of the doubling cube - as a weapon - is discussed. The goal is not to merely

list a few backgammon tips, but to teach a way of thinking about the game so that readers develop a

sense of vision for how backgammon games evolve. We want you to strive for constant

improvement in your game. And we want to maximize your backgammon improvement while

minimizing your studying and reading time. This book is designed for the serious beginner to the

advanced backgammon player.
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I do not consider myself an advanced player. I have however played a significant number of games

against David Byrum's Absolute Backgammon program (available on Apple devices). And was



looking for something to think about in terms of moving to the next level. I gave it two stars because

it does contain some basic information that would be useful for anyone just picking up the game.

Here is the most useful thing you can understand at the elementary level that you do not need to

pay $25 to learn. You take lower risk leaving a checker open less than three or more than seven

points from an opposing piece.While the advertising here recommends this pamphlet (it is not really

a book) as having some insight for the advanced player, I can not find any particularly useful new

information in what probably amounts to ten letter sized double spaced pages of print. If you are just

picking up the game and have yet to understand things such as this gem which you can find on

page 15: "each quadrant of a backgammon board consists of 6 points, so if you roll a 6 on a die,

you can move from the first point of that quadrant to the first point of the next quadrant. This may

help you move quicker and see hitting opportunities faster.", you will most likely (little probability

lesson here) get more value for your money elsewhere.This is something that you would really

expect to pay a dollar for in electronic format these days.

Over the years, many backgammon players, poker players, bridge players and chess players have

asked me to teach them the same mental toughness techniques that I teach to world class athletes.

Like athletes, people who play backgammon need to get into the right mental gear when they play.

Some of these techniques are featured in one of my books and cd programs at [...].This book

outlines the mathematical and strategic strategies which backgammon players of all levels need to

understand. It is simple and concise and it can be helpful to people who love this great board game.
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